Abstract: Increasing popularity of the World Wide Web over the past few years has imposed a significant traffic burden upon the internet. The continued increase in demand for objects on the internet causes severe overloading in many sites and network links. Web traffic reduction techniques are mandatory for accessing the websites efficiently. Data caching and prefetching techniques play a key role in improving the web performance in mobile information systems. Generally the mobile devices have less amount of memory storage than computers. Therefore the key challenge in prefetching is to determine 'what to prefetch' so that the improvement in performance will be enhanced. In a mobile environment the mobility brings the new challenges to the prefetch problem.
Introduction
Web traffic is a major component of internet traffic, which corresponds to the unstable growth and causes bandwidth consumption that this medium is experiencing. Intention of many researches towards this area is to reduce users perceived latency when they are navigating through websites. The prefetching and caching techniques help a lot in reducing latency. An important advantage of the WWW is that many web servers keep a server access log of its users. These logs are used to prepare a prediction model for future document accesses. Based on these models, one can obtain frequent access patterns in web logs and mine association rules for path prediction. Web prefetching can be applied in web environment between clients and web server, proxy servers and web server and between clients and proxy servers [1] . Applying perfecting between web server and clients reduces latency but increases network traffic and between proxy server and web server decreases bandwidth usage. Web prefetching is also used to fetch web pages by proxy server/client before the page is requested by a client/proxy server. The proxy server intercepts the requests from clients, serves with the requested object if it is present in proxies (pre-fetch area), or retrieves new objects from the appropriate web server, then caches the new objects or updates the existing objects if it has been modified since the last reference. The key idea forecast takes improvement of the idle periods to fetch the files that will likely be requested in the future, so that the user's average waiting time can be decreased. The major factor is to select an efficient web prefetching algorithm; the selection is done by considering its ability to predict the web object to be pre-fetched in order to reduce the latency, without consuming more bandwidth.
Web pre-fetching techniques are broadly categorized into three. They are probability based, clustering based and using weight-functions [2] .Probability based method uses history access and assumes that the request follows the same pattern. Clustering based prefetching technique assumes that the pages that are close to those previously fetched pages are more likely to be requested soon. In the weight functions, a weight is given to an accessed page and assumes that the one with the highest weight will be referred in the near future. Although web browsing is an important application for prefetching, generally prefetching scheme may be applied to any network application in which prefetching is possible.
Caching is one of the key techniques which promise to overcome some of the portal performance issues. Web caching techniques can be characterized as back-end or frontend [3] . Back-end approaches are deployed inside the site infrastructure at the original server side. They can reduce content generation delays but they do not address network related delays and bandwidth consumption issues. Front-end approaches concern caching outside the site infrastructure at a proxy side or a cache that resides at the edge of a Content Delivery Network (CDN). Front-end web caching techniques are serving at client side and they have difficulty in handling dynamic web pages due to their strong dependency on the back-end site infrastructure.
One important performance factor of web caches is the replacement strategy. In the simple replacement process, on a cache miss, the cache acquires and stores the requested object. The cache evicts a certain number of objects if the size of the all cached objects exceeds the given cache size. LRU, Pithow/Recker"s strategy, SIZE, LFU, LFU-MIN, Greedy Dual Size, Taylor Series, Prediction and RAND are commonly used replacement strategies [46] . Among all strategies LRU has been applied successfully in many different areas.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 various prefetching techniques are discussed. Section 3 deals with different caching techniques. Conclusion remarks are provided in section 4. 
Prefetching Techniques

Interactive perfetching
In interactive perfetching technique [4] the retrieved pages are fetched along with hyper links and inline images. Since this method prefetches all hyperlinks in web pages, it requires a lot of space to store the pre-fetched web pages and it increases web traffic for perfetching the hyperlinks.
Adaptive prefetching
Jiang and Leonard [5] proposed an Adaptive prefetch scheme, in which prefetching is based on user access history and network conditions. It has two modules, a prediction module and a threshold module. Files to be prefetched are the one whose access probabilities greater than or equal to the prefetch threshold.
Markov Models
Markov models and Hidden Markov Models predict web pages based on the probabilities of web access patterns [6, 7] .Traditional Markov models predict the next web page, by matching the user"s current access sequence with the user"s historical web access sequence. The 0-order, 1-order … k-order Markov models are available for predicting the page to be prefetched. Accuracy of prediction is improved in higher order Markov models, but the cost and complexity is increased.
Prediction by Partial Match (PPM)
PPM makes pre-fetching decisions by reviewing the URLs that clients on a particular server have accessed over some period [23] . PPM algorithm has three parameters; order, depth and threshold. Order is the length of the history substring that the algorithm uses to find a match. Depth is the number of accesses into the future the algorithm attempts to predict. Thershold is the minimum probability and access must have in order to be considered a pre-fetch candidate. The standard PPM model uses multiple Markov models to store historical URL paths.
Longest Repeat Sequence Model (LRS)
LRS is a variation of PPM model which keeps the longest repeating subsequences and stores only long branches with frequently accessed URL predictors [8] .
Dynamic Prefetching
Dynamic Prefetching [9] technique stores the preference list of sites of a user in a data base of proxy server. The list of accessed URLs and its weight is stored in a hash table.
Depends on weight and bandwidth usage, the agent decides the number of URLs to be prefetched.
Top -10 approach
In Top-10 approach the server periodically calculates the list of most popular documents [10] . These documents are periodically pushed from web servers to web proxies then to clients. It is simple and easy to implement in client server architecture.
Domain top approach
The proxy"s active knowledge of their most popular domains and documents with client access profiles are combined in the domain-top approach (DT). Proxy side is responsible for periodically calculating popular domains and popular documents in each domain. Based on the proxy"s active knowledge of popular domains and documents, a rank list is prepared for anticipating the client"s future requests [11] . In this approach prefetching occurs only in proxy server.
Link prefetching
It is a browser mechanism, utilizes browser idle time to download documents that the user might visit in the near future. Fisher et.al devised an approach for link prefetching [12] . The browser follows special directives from the web server or proxy server that instructs it to prefetch specific documents. It allows the servers to control the contents to be prefetched by the browser.
Non-interfering prefetching
This scheme avoids interference by effectively utilizing spare resources on the servers and the network [13] . Prediction and resource management are the important tasks. Predictor predicts prioritized lists of high valued documents for prefetching. Resource manager limits the number of documents to prefetch and schedules the prefetch request to avoid interference.
Semantic prefetching
In this scheme prediction of future request is based on preferences of past retrieved documents in semantics [14, 15] . Semantic prefetching techniques tend to capture the client surfing interest from users past access patterns and predict future preferences from a list of objects when a new page is visited. Semantic knowledge of web documents are automatically extracted and adaptive semantic nets are constructed between web documents.
Prefetching based on web usage mining
The prediction scheme for prefetching [16] is based on a learning algorithm called Fuzzy-LZ which mines the history of user access and identifies patterns of recurring accesses. The prediction algorithm mines access logs collected at or near the user. This focus on the access behavior of individual users rather than on the structure of content at any one web server.
Online PPM prediction model
This model is based on a non compact suffic tree. It keeps most recent web object using a sliding window. This model combines entropy, prediction accuracy rate and the longest match rule. Online Prediction by Partial Match (PPM) [17] keeps the most recent web requests using a Licensed Under Creative Commons Attribution CC BY sliding window and deletes the request as they drop out of the sliding window. The log entries record user request sequence. Three modules of online PPM are insertion, deletion and prediction. Prediction module determines the page to be prefetched.
Rule Assisted Prefetching (RAP)
Qiang Yang and Zhen Zhang [18] have focused contribution on the design of a novel perfecting strategy called Rule Assisted Prefetching (RAP) [19] . It identifies a set of association rules from the Web server's access log and finds the first rule whose X is not in the cache. Read the X in to cache. The performance shows that RAP coupled with the LFU-MIN replacement policy performs the best overall.
Predictions from HTML content
Davidson [20] suggested a technique that predicts the user"s next request by analyzing the recently requested page content by the user. It prefetches the top 5 URLs predicted by this system.
Proxy based ad prefetching
A mobile advertising system has five parties: mobile clients, advertisers, ad servers, ad exchanges, ad networks [21] . This approach uses a proxy between the ad server and the mobile client. A client with available ad slots contacts the proxy that prefetches a batch of ads from the ad exchange (through the ad server) and sends the batch to the client. After the client has displayed all ads of the batch, it contacts the proxy again and get the next batch of ads.
Informed mobile prefetching
This technique uses available networks while ensuring that prefetches do not degrade network performance for foreground activity [22] . It decides when and how much data to prefetch using a cost/ benefit analysis inspired by Transparent informed prefetching. It estimates the potential cost and benefit of prefetching a data item for each of its three metricts: performance, energy use and data consumption. 
Intelligent mobile prefetching
Web Caching Techniques
Co-operative caching
Cooperative proxy caching is the sharing and coordination of caches among multiple caching proxies [24, 25, 26] . Co-operation among caches can be performed in horizontal, vertical and orthogonal dimensions. Horizontal cooperation is performed by geographically clustered caches that have equal distant to the web servers. Vertical cooperation is performed by geographically distributed caches that have unequal distant to the web servers.
Distributed caching
Distributed cache is a set of cooperative caches placed at the same level of the network, a missing of resources at one proxy causes a search in all cooperating cache servers for caches hit. In distributed caching no intermediate caches are set up and there are only institution caches at the edge of the network which cooperate to serve each other"s misses [27, 28, 29] .
Hierarchical caching
Proxies or cache servers are arranged in a tree like structure either logically or physically. In hierarchical caching architecture, caches are placed at multiple levels of the network [30] . Individual caches can be interconnected hierarchically to mirror an inter network"s topology. Each bottom level cache is associated with a set of clients. A client request is first sent to the bottom level cache and then iteratively forwarded up the hierarchy such as institutional cache, regional cache, national cache, until the request is satisfied. If the root cache does not have target object, the request is finally directed to the origin server [31] .
Hybrid caching
Hybrid caching architecture combines hierarchical caching with distributed caching at even level of a caching hierarchy [32] . In a hybrid scheme, cache cooperates with other caches at same level or at a higher level using distributed caching. The document is fetched from parent/neighbor cache that has the lowest round trip time.
Transparent web caching
Transparent web caching uses network devices to redirect HTTP traffic to caching servers. This technique is called transparent because web browsers do not have to be explicitly configured to point to a cache server [33] . There are two ways to deploy transparent proxy caching: at the switch level and at the router level. Router based transparent caching uses policy-based routing to direct request to the appropriate caches. In switch based transparent caching, the switch acts as a dedicated load balancer [34] . 
Cascaded caching
Cascaded caching is also known as Multi-layer caching; Multiple copies of same object may be available in many caches placed at different locations. There can be cache servers both at the client location and server location. This allows a cache server at client location to get a requested document from the cache server. The overall performance of cascaded caching depends on how the cache contents are managed, including object placement and replacement algorithms [35] .
Adaptive caching
An adaptive web caching has a scalable, robust, adaptive, and fully distributed protocol for sell-organizing cache servers into overlapping multicast groups [36] . Web caches maintain a URL routing table. The primary keys of URL routing table are URL prefixes, associated with one or more identifiers to the next hop caches or cache groups. The routing table is used for deciding whether to forward a request to another cache in the web caching infrastructure. Adaptive algorithms are used for exchanging of information among caches in a cache mesh. Cache group management protocol is used for making the entire cache topology group-wise connected and management protocol is used for minimizing the number of hops a URL request must travel upon cache fault.
Server side caching
Even if client side caches could not satisfy the user requests, a cache at sever side is useful in reducing the delay in accessing the documents from the server"s hard disk. Temporal and geographical localities of reference are exploited on a much large scale at server side [37] . Web server accelerator contains a cache and load balancer. It resides in front of a web server for delivering cached responses and leaving the role of content generation to the web server. Cached objects are directly sent from the accelerator to the clients.
Caching of Dynamic contents
Dynamic web pages are created on request by application programs stored in the back-end site infrastructure, caching of dynamic web pages are essential for improving the performance of web sites containing significant dynamic content and information personalized to individual users [38] . Dynamic content has three forms of locality: identical requests, equivalent requests and partially equivalent requests. Identical requests have identical URLs which result in the generation of the same content. The URLs of equivalent requests are syntactically different but result in generation of identical content. Partially equivalent requests result in generation of content which can be used as temporary place-holder for each other.
Proxy caching
Proxy servers intercept HTTP requests from clients and if the requested objects are in its cache, it returns the object to the client. If not, it forwards the object to the server, gets the object, stores it in cache and returns the object to the user. The drawback of this design is that the cache represents single point failure in the network [39] . This can be avoided by sharing the caches of proxy servers.
Scalable Asynchronous Cache Consistency Scheme
A novel scheme called scalable asynchronous cache consistency scheme (SACCS) was proposed by Wang et al. [43, 44] to maintain data consistency for mobile computing systems. SACCS relies on three key features:
(1) use of flag bits as the server and mobile device"s cache to maintain cache consistency; (2) use of an identifier for each entry in mobile device"s cache after its invalidation in order to maximize the broadcast bandwidth efficiency; and (3) rendering of all valid entries of a mobile device"s cache to uncertain state upon wake up. These features make SACCS a highly scalable algorithm with minimum data management overhead in both single and multi -cell environments [45] .
Greedy Dual Least Utility Caching
Novel energy and bandwidth efficient data caching mechanism, called Greedy Dual Least Utility (GD-LU) that enhances dynamic data availability while maintaining consistency [40] . The utility-based caching mechanism considers several characteristics of mobile distributed systems, such as connection-disconnection, mobility handoff, data update and user request patterns to achieve significant energy savings in mobile devices. GD-LU has two main components: GD-LU cache replacement algorithm and GD-LU passive prefetch algorithm. The GD-LU cache replacement algorithm selects data items with the most utility to cache in local memory. In passive prefetch, mobile devices acquire the data items from broadcast channels for the user"s requests based on data items relative utility values. Based on priority queue management, the GD-LU cache replacement and passive prefetching algorithms achieve a time complexity of O(log N) where N is the number of data items in the cache. Experiments demonstrate that the proposed caching mechanism achieves more than 10% energy saving and near-optimal performance tradeoff between access latency and energy consumption.
Rough Neuro -PSO Web Caching
Sarina Sulaiman et al. proposed a new hybrid technique based on combination of ANN and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) for classification of web object either to cache or not and generate rules from log data by using Rough Set technique on proxy server (Rough Neuro-PSO) [42] . This approach is needed because mobile context has limited resources like speed and memory. XML file is used for prefetching which is saved into moble memory. Prefetching that uses XML file is much faster to be searched or accessed. In Web caching side, enhance the speed by using Rough Neuro-PSO in order to choose the log. PSO is used to adjust weights on ANN in order to find optimal weights. ANN is designed to train Web caching Licensed Under Creative Commons Attribution CC BY until it is able to find which object that are very popular to be accessed. Then, Rough Set is used to get the Web caching rules. This framework was designed to rise up the access of social network using mobile devices.
Universal Mobile Caching
Universal Mobile Caching (UMC), which is suitable for managing object caches in structurally varying environments and which is self-optimizing for changing workloads [41] . UMC is based on a simple set of basic criteria which reflects a spectrum of possible caching policies. UMC has demonstrated the ability to provide caching benefits in the on-demand retrieval of web documents for the mobile web, wherein multiple levels of intervening caches can create adverse workloads for other general caching schemes. UMC policy offers a selfoptimizing replacement algorithm that is usable for general object caching. Universal Mobile Caching uses a very simple set of object properties to select which objects (of varying size) will be removed from the cache.
Conclusion
In this paper an exhaustive survey of prefetching and caching strategies are proposed. These techniques are used for reducing user"s perceived latency. Nowadays, many researches are going in the mobile environment for integrating caching and prefetching techniques to reduce the latency as well as the network traffic.
